March 5, 2023

The Honorable Gary Gensler  
Chair  
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission  
100 F Street NE  
Washington, DC 20549

Dear Chair Gensler:

We write to express our concern regarding reports that you are “considering a softening of planned rules,”¹ preemptively scaling back the Securities and Exchange Commission’s (SEC or Commission) proposed amendments to its rules that would require companies to provide climate-related risk information in their registration statements and annual reports.² As you have stated, “investors need reliable information about climate risks to make informed investment decisions” and the SEC’s rule as initially proposed “would provide investors with consistent, comparable, and decision-useful information and...would provide consistent and clear reporting obligations for issuers.”³ We urge the SEC to fulfill its duty to investors and follow through on finalizing a strong climate disclosure rule without delay.

Several news outlets have reported that you are “considering scaling back a potentially groundbreaking climate-risk disclosure rule” following “intense opposition from corporate America”⁴ and that a “primary concern is the wave of lawsuits that are expected to challenge the rule once it’s finalized.”⁵ The reports indicate that while the final rule will “likely still mandate some climate disclosures in financial statements,” the SEC is considering “dialing back the financial-reporting rules” such as “by raising the threshold at which companies must report climate costs” in an effort to “demonstrate that it has listened to business concerns.”⁶ The SEC is

also reportedly considering curtailing “Scope 3” emissions disclosure requirements, which would require large companies to disclose upstream emissions generated by the production of the things they buy and downstream emissions from the use of what they sell if the company determines they are material, in the final rule. These reports are deeply concerning.

Climate risk disclosure is key to the SEC’s mission of “protecting investors, maintaining fair, orderly, and efficient markets, and facilitating capital formation.” The climate crisis and the clean energy transition are “two of the most significant, if not the most significant, factors in the performance of individual firms, markets, and the economy as a whole,” and a bipartisan report from U.S. financial regulators has stated: “disclosure of risks, and plans for managing them, can help foster the resilience of the financial system by allowing investors and market participants to factor that risk into their decision-making” and that “pricing of climate-related risk can help reduce the likelihood of a financial shock.” As recently stated in a letter you received from advocates, “In addition to protecting investors from undisclosed and unreliable information about risks to public companies, [the proposed disclosure requirements] also promote efficient markets and capital formation by making available reliable information about opportunities....[which] can only be efficiently seized if investors have the standardized, reliable disclosures that are described in the proposed rule.” The SEC rules will “standardize the [ESG-, climate- and sustainability-related] standards, including the metrics to be used, so investors can compare companies’ financials with some consistency and reliability” and avoid “hidden risks.”

The proposed rules are necessary and overdue. While current rules require public companies to disclose climate costs and risks that they deem “material” for investors to have insight into, an analysis last year of over 130 global companies found “little evidence that they had considered the impacts of material climate-related matters in preparing their financial statements,” even though it is increasingly clear that climate change and the clean energy transition will have significant impacts on companies’ costs and risks across industries. Indeed, the SEC states that it
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is “concerned that the existing disclosures of climate-related risks do not adequately protect investors.”

The SEC’s initial proposal also “has broad backing from institutional investors and asset managers,” including the California Public Employees’ Retirement System, the nation’s largest pension. An analysis of the comment letters of 320 institutional investors, including asset owners and managers who “collectively own or manage more than $50 trillion in assets,” found that investors “are strongly in favor of the disclosure rule proposed by the [SEC] to require companies to disclose climate risk information, whether physical or transitional,” and that the comments “solidly underscore their support for standardizing climate risk disclosures.” In the comment letters, at least 129 investors “describe how they use climate-related data in investment decision-making and how standardized disclosure will improve the comparability, consistency, and reliability of this information.”

Reports that the Commission may weaken or altogether drop Scope 3 emissions disclosure requirements in the final rule are particularly concerning. According to an S&P Global analysis, Scope 3 emissions comprise nearly 90 percent of fossil fuel companies’ emissions. Not requiring Scope 3 emissions disclosures would enable these and other companies with similar types of emissions patterns to hide the vast majority of their exposure to climate risk from regulators and investors. For many companies and sectors, a greenhouse gas inventory that omits Scope 3 would be materially misleading to investors. Without comprehensive Scope 3 emission disclosures, companies could also simply offload emissions-intensive activities to suppliers or downstream customers to appear cleaner without actually lowering their emissions or the resultant transition risk, or redraw their organizational boundaries so subsidiaries that they own and operate are not part of their consolidated accounting group, as is common for private equity firms. As a top executive at Amalgamated Bank stated, an investor looking at an oil company
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and not looking at their product emissions would be “ridiculous” and would be like putting blinders on their risk analysis.24

In response to questions from Senator Warren at a September 2022 hearing of the Banking, House, and Urban Affairs committee, you indicated that “if we look at the top three or four hundred investor letters that we got that manage tens of trillions of dollars of assets, most….are supportive to have all three scopes part of this disclosure. So that's straight from the investors.”25

Indeed, the analysis of 320 institutional investors’ comment letters found that 297 investors mentioned Scope 3 emissions, with 97% of comments analyzed supporting the Scope 3 emissions disclosure requirements in the final rule.26 Many stated that Scope 3 is the most important because it's the largest source of risk. This includes 75 investors representing $4.7 trillion in assets under management, who said that “Failure to require disclosure and reporting of Scope 3 emissions is … likely to result in the largest source of emissions remaining unaccounted for in company reporting and unaddressed in company activities…,”27 and over 300 institutional investors with $4 trillion assets under management who said “We strongly recommend that the SEC require Scope 3 emissions disclosure for all public companies.”28

As a former SEC senior counsel has stated, Scope 3 disclosures are inevitable due to investor demand and European and global regulations which will require such disclosures—including the EU’s Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive, which will apply to a significant number of U.S. and other non-European companies with business in the EU.29 “This reporting is coming, it will happen. The SEC including Scope 3 in its final rule will expedite that and that's important

because the financial risk to investors is only accelerating.” The SEC’s rule must push companies to take the necessary steps to issue those disclosures and prepare for that eventuality. Conversely, if the SEC “enacts a less rigorous disclosure regime, it may well stand alone behind the many other jurisdictions that will swiftly codify the global baseline standards issued by the International Sustainability Standards Board (ISSB),” and as a result U.S. capital markets “will be less fair, and U.S. investors less protected, for the SEC’s failure to modernize with the rest of the world.” ISSB’s decision to include Scope 3 emissions in their global baseline standard was made after consultation with many large investors, who told the ISSB that they “cannot fully understand a company’s transition risk without information about its absolute gross Scope 1, 2, and 3 emissions.” In the United Kingdom, “reporting of one type of Scope 3 emissions is already compulsory for certain companies,” and more categories of reporting may be required in the future. The SEC should lead the world in defining climate disclosures that investors need, not lag behind UK or European financial regulators.

Curtailing the Scope 3 disclosure requirement and the broader financial reporting rules in an effort to avoid a battle in the courts that are “stacked with pro-pollution judges” is deeply misguided. Fossil fuel industry groups continue to campaign strongly against this rulemaking despite the obvious economic risks associated with climate change. Corporate lobbyists have threatened to “throw the full weight of the industry behind [this] effort” to scale back the SEC’s proposed rule, though “[f]ormer SEC officials, including several commissioners from both sides of the aisle, academics and even one former clerk to conservative Supreme Court Justice Neil Gorsuch have written in support of the agency’s powers to regulate corporate disclosures, even if they relate to emissions,” clarifying that this rulemaking is well within the Commission’s authorities and long-standing practice of requiring standardized disclosures of investor-led, decision-useful information, and thus should not be reasonably at-risk under the Major Questions Doctrine.

These rules have already been delayed for too long: Senator Warren wrote to you almost exactly a year ago regarding reports of significant delays in the SEC’s release of the proposed rule due to “internal debate over how tough the rule should be.” Those delays reneged on the commitment

you had made in July 2021 to develop a rule proposal by the end of that year. The proposed rule was finally released in March 2022, the comment period closed in June 2022, and you have had eight months since then to review the comments. This rule has already been delayed enough – and after that long delay, SEC would be failing its duty to protect investors if it issues a watered-down rule missing key reporting requirements from large public companies that investors want and need.

As several of us noted in our June 2022 letter urging you to strengthen the proposed rule, “[t]he SEC’s mandate is investor protection, not issuer protection, and it is clear where the vast majority of investors land on this issue. The market demands this information, and it is the Commission’s job to provide it.” We therefore urge you to reconsider your efforts to scale back the proposed rule and issue a strong climate risk disclosure rule as quickly as possible.
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